Reception Weekly Overview
Week Beginning: 21.01.19
Last week:
We learnt all about weight! We talked about how to identify heavier and lighter objects. We
learnt the words, capacity and volume and explored how weight changes when we change the
volume but keep the capacity the same.
We also learnt about the importance of recycling and the dangers it causes to lives in the ocean.
Reminders: We are unable to hand out special events invitations to children unless every child in the class has
an invite however, you are welcome to personally hand them out outside our classrooms after school. Also,
please note we are unable to take your child's birthday cake to distribute to the children.
Our school trip to The Golden Hinde is on Thursday 31st January!! Make sure your child comes to school in full
uniform with a school bag to carry their packed lunch.
Could you please bring extra underwear to school in the event that your child has an unexpected accident.

Red words to learn

me be was

Our value this half term will be:

Innovation
What is innovation?
How can you be innovative with your

Friendship
English
In English this week we will be learning how to be a pirate!
We will look closely at a treasure map and see what lovely surprises we encounter on our pirate journey.

This week in ICT we will using the
iPads to consolidate
our numbers by playing some number
games and practicing
our formation.

Topic

Our Topic this
Our topic
termthis
is half-

term is:

All That
Under
the Sea
Glitters!

This week we will be exploring a world map and identifying where you
can find different sea creatures from around the world.
Before our school trip on the 31st we will discuss how to be safe outside
of school especially for our first journey on the
tube! Our trip is aboard a pirate ship which will
get us excited about our learning focusing on pirates next week.

Maths
We will be learning Number Bonds up to 10 (meaning
the combination of two numbers which total 10). We
will be introduced to various methods in helping us
work this out. Do you recognise this one?

Resilience, sequence, events,
sustainability, pollution,
safety, weight,
capacity, light,
heavy

